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The S&P 500 gained 55 basis points this month and credit yields subsided slightly.
Inflation concerns are rising and are showing up in economic data but may not be bad if driven by the right forces.
Executives are increasingly talking about inflation on earnings calls.
SPACs are dominating the IPO market but are under renewed scrutiny.
The US housing market remains hot and is expected to remain so until late autumn.
Asset valuations are high, but with companies beating and raising guidance, multiples are compressing.

COMMENTARY
The S&P 500 gained 55 basis points this past month but came off its high that was set on 5/7. Treasury yields subsided a
bit even with higher-than-expected inflation data points.
Concerns about inflation are rising. Consumer prices increased 4.2% in April, which marked the largest year-over-year
increase since September 2008 (5.0%). The rise in consumer inflation is being driven by higher energy prices, which jumped
25% compared to a year ago. Producer price inflation also came in higher than expected for the month. The April PPI was
up 6.2%, which was the largest year-over-year increase since the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics began tracking this
measure in 2010. The year-over-year jumps were largely expected because around this time last year we saw deflationary
pressure due to the start of the pandemic. Even taking the year-over-year base effect into account, the projections were
slightly higher than economist had forecasted.
But inflation is not necessarily a bad thing. It is good for borrowers as existing debt is less costly, yet bad for savers, as
their dollars are worth less in terms of purchasing power. If inflation is being driven by wage growth, that is good. Workers
are earning more and can spend more money boosting the economy. If inflation is driven by healthcare, housing costs, or
college tuition, that is bad. It adds medical bills or locks a portion of the population out from upward mobility by limiting
access to higher education or increasing debt burdens. The Fed and the majority of economists continue their stance that
inflation will be “transitory” or will subside in the following months as the extra money and pent-up demand works its
way through the system. There is a reason that the Fed is taking a firm stance on inflation and reiterating that it will be
short-lived. If the market expects inflation, then inflation tends to happen. Companies raise prices in anticipation of
increased costs and buyers try to quickly purchase items before prices go up further creating a demand spike.
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Executives are increasingly talking about inflation on earnings calls because everyone continues to ask how inflation
impacts their businesses and if they are seeing an uptick in costs. We can see in the graph below the increased mentions
relative to past quarters.

As more economic data comes out over the new few months, it is important to note that the data does not always tell the
full story. For example, Consumer Price Index (CPI) tends to concentrate on smaller and arguably less important things,
like the price of jewelry, or postage, or "sauces and gravies". Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) is the preferred
measure of inflation for the Fed because it reflects the changing composition of spending, which better aligns with
consumer behavior, but also has its limitations.
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Source: Bloomberg

SPACs, which stands for Special Purpose Acquisition Company, are continuing to dominate the IPO market. Last year SPACs
accounted for 55.7% of all IPOs; in the first quarter, SPACs represented 68.5%. This past month, there has been renewed
SPAC scrutiny by investors and regulators. Investors are dumping high flying SPACs that are trading above their trust value
while regulators are looking into questionable practices. But what are SPACs? Essentially, investors pay $10 into a trust,
the sponsors use that money to acquire a private company and make it public. If there is no deal after a certain period,
investors get their $10 back. For their services, the sponsors typically get a large chunk of the new equity for free, up to
20% of the floating shares outstanding. This conflict of interest incentivizes sponsors to do a deal, even if it is a bad deal,
for the free shares they would receive. Recently, investors were paying above trust value for these SPACs in hopes that
after a deal is announced, the shares would pop in value, betting that sponsors would do accretive deals. Unfortunately,
what we are seeing is SPAC sponsors paying exorbitant amounts to buy companies and some SPACs starting to trade below
their trust value. Investors are becoming increasingly skeptical, and regulators are scrutinizing the forward projections and
accounting methods used by SPACs that are not allowed during other traditional IPO processes.
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The U.S. housing market remains hot. Most people are aware that working from home and the need for more space is a
large driver of the demand for homeowners but the trend that started last summer has only accelerated in 2021. This
surge in demand coupled with lack of supply is driving up the prices of existing homes. Construction materials costs for
new homes are surging as demand for materials far outstrips current supply. When will housing cool off? Experts predict
that the real estate market will not slow down until late autumn, and even then, home prices will remain high, according
to the National Association of Realtors. More new construction homes will be coming onto the market, evening out supply.
Until then, it is a sellers’ market.
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Market valuations are still high compared to their historic averages but as companies beat earnings expectations and raise
guidance, we are seeing valuation multiples contract. To give an example, if a stock was expected to earn $1 in earnings,
and the stock price is $20 per share, that implies a 20x price-to-earnings multiple, but the company really earned $2, so
the price-to-earnings multiple contacts to 10x ($20 per share divided by $2 in earnings). This growth in earnings is helping
to bring down lofty valuations. This trend should continue with the transportation bill on the horizon injecting more cash
into the economy, but investors should brace for volatility as rates fluctuate with upcoming inflation data.

Source: Bloomberg
As the summer months come, will the old market adage, “sell in May, and go away,” hold true?
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DISCLOSURES
The statements contained herein are based upon the opinions of Avestar Capital LLC (Avestar) and the data available at
the time of publication and are subject to change at any time without notice. This communication does not constitute
investment advice and is for informational purposes only, is not intended to meet the objectives or suitability
requirements of any specific individual or account, and does not provide a guarantee that the investment objective of any
model will be met. An investor should assess his/her own investment needs based on his/her own financial circumstances
and investment objectives. Neither the information nor any opinions expressed herein should be construed as a
solicitation or a recommendation by Avestar or its affiliates to buy or sell any securities or investments or hire any specific
manager.
Avestar prepared this Update utilizing information from a variety of sources that it believes to be reliable that may include,
but not be limited to, custodians, mutual fund companies, investment managers, Morningstar, Bloomberg, other thirdparty service providers and in some cases as directed by the client or their representative. Avestar takes reasonable care
to ensure the accuracy of such information but does not warrant that it is complete, accurate or adequate and it should
not be relied upon as such.
It is important to remember that there are risks inherent in any investment and that there is no assurance that any
investment, asset class, style or index will provide positive performance over time. Diversification and strategic asset
allocation do not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss in declining markets. Past performance is not a guarantee of
future results. All investments are subject to risk, including the loss of principal. Portfolio positions referenced are subject
to change at any time, your portfolio may not reflect the information referenced.
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